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PROGRAM



This 8th edition of the Tasting Lanzarote Food & Wine Festival  
 arrives full of interesting and fun activities for everybody. You will 
be able to participate in different workshops and assist to talks of 
important chefs. Enjoy our gastronomy in all senses and get to 
know it in depth. Please check the following activity programme 
according to the different rooms:

Taste Room: Here you can see well-known chefs with Michelin 
stars and other professionals of the highest level.

Tasting Lanzarote Room: The products from Lanzarote are the 
main character here and thanks to local cooks we will be able to 
learn even more.

Little Chef Room: This is the place for the boys and girls to learn 
how to love cooking from professionals and participants from the 
TV show Masterchef Junior.

House of the Canary Product: Located in the historic Museum 
of the Timple (Typical Canary instrument), we can taste here 
authentic gastronomic jewels from the Canary Islands.



TASTE ROOM SATURDAY 24TH NOVEMBER

With five stars Michelin in three of the restaurants that he 
manages, Paco Pérez is part of the exclusive group of the 
most important Spanish chefs. According to the gastronomic 
critics, Paco Pérez is one of the most creative chefs, who better 
represents Ferran Adrià’s El Bulli cooking.

11:00h-12:00h PACO PÉREZ
(Miramar, 2* Llançà; Enoteca, 2* Barcelona;  
Cinco, 1*, Berlín)

12:30h-13:30h Mª JOSÉ SAN ROMÁN  
 (Monastrell, Alicante) 1*

17:00h-18:00h PEPE SOLLA  
 (Casa Solla, Poio, Pontevedra) 1* 

14:00h-15:00h JORDI BUTRÓN 
(Espai Sucre, Barcelona y Mexico DF) 

18:00h-19:30h DIEGO GUERRERO   
 (DSTAGE, Madrid) 2*

It’s not that usual to find women in 
the gastronomic scene. María José 
San Román has achieved to get in 
the group of the Spanish cooking 
vanguard by her own merit, the 
strength of her rigor and talent. Her 
work on iconic products like rice and 
olive oil has projected her image to 
the entire world.

Second generation of one of the 
sacred places of the Galician cuisine, 
Pepe Solla has achieved, not only to 
maintain his ancestors cooking level, 
but to become the authentic leader 
of the contemporary Galician cuisine. 
Charismatic, generous, intuitive, 
he practices a cooking based on his 
territory and to those who fish and 
cultivate excellent products.

Patisserie master and dessert cook, 
Jordi Butron is today one of the 
references in the sweet world. He 
has two dessert academies, one in 
Barcelona and another one in Mexico, 
and his own dessert restaurant, 
Essence. Butron has been able 
to create learning methods on 
patisserie of incomparable scientific 
and pedagogic rigor.

Diego Guerrero, this young and 
dynamic cook has soon met success. 
It was difficult to enter the best chef 
club from Madrid for a cook who 
offered high level cooking, greatly 
creative and with iconoclastic 
shapes. Guerrero is in the way to 
the long-lasting success, with his 
current two stars.



TASTE ROOM SUNDAY 25TH NOVEMBER

Victor Bossecker has demonstrated great capacity to combine 
great scale tourist service with excellence cooking. Bossecker 
has achieved to convert Isla de Lobos in the isle with the best 
Lanzarote’s cooking with tenacity and talent. He uses products 
from proximity fishing and respecting agriculture, as one of the 
future values of the new island cuisine.

Nominated as chef of the future 2017 by the International 
Gastronomy Academy and one Michelin star winner, Juan Carlos 
Padrón is one of the best assets in the new Canary cuisine. He 
respects the product of basically local origin, Padrón transmits 
masterly the best culinary knowledge. 

MARCOS TAVÍO (Aborigen, Tenerife) 
Determination and honesty are, without doubt, qualities that describe the culinary 
personality of Marcos Tavío.

JORGE PEÑATE (Las Rocas, Tenerife) 
Located in front of the Atlantic sea, from Las Rocas kitchrn, Jorge Peñate transmits what 
he sees and feels

DAVID BRANDAO (Kentia Gourmet Club - La Isla y el Mar Hotel Boutique) 
He is a disciple of great cooks of the contemporary Canary cuisine.

ABRAHAM ORTEGA (El Santo, Gran Canaria) 
Finalist in the prestigious cooking competition San Pellegrino Young Chef 2018

11:30h-12:30h  
VÍCTOR BOSSECKER  
(Isla de Lobos, Princesa 
Yaiza, Lanzarote)

14:30h-15:30h  
JUAN CARLOS  
PADRÓN  
(El Rincón de Juan Carlos,  
Tenerife) 1*

13:00h-14:00h  
COCINA ATLÁNTICA 
(Several Chefs)



SATURDAY 24th NOVEMBER

11:00h  “THE VINE CAN BE PINK”.  Let’s discover how the 
pink color can hide a unique power.

12:00h  “LIKE WINE FOR CHOCOLATE”.  Sweet and wine, the 
happy marriage. 

13:00h  “WINE, MUCH MORE THAN GRAPE”.  We invite you 
to taste products with wines, their contrast will surprise you! 

16:00h  “DRINK THE ISLANDS” From El Hierro to Lanzarote, 
each island has its own wine.

17:00h  “MICRO-CLIMATES AND OUR WINES”.  We will 
explain using some of our wines, how the same kind of grape can 
produce different products according to the territory.

GASTRONOMIC ROOM

TASTING WORKSHOP “WINE ROOM”

11:15h  “LEAVE ME THE BREAD CENTER”.  Rubén Zulay, from Zulay 
bakery in La Palma will explain all the tricks to make good bread. From a long family 
tradition, he is revolting the concept in the island.

12:15h  “CORN AWAY”.  Marcial Arráez (Gofio Arráez Cultural and Costumbrist Association) will show you 
the inside of our treasure in the form of roasted corn, the Gofio, with which you will learn how to prepare with your 
own hands the best gofio bread that you have ever tasted. 

13:15h  “COFFEE SIP”,  Victor Lugo (La Laja Plantation, Agaete) will show you the different ways to prepare 
the best coffee in your own home. You will take that sip home with you.

17:15h   “TAKE THE BAIT” Tasting Gran Canaria and 
Jennise Ferrari/Mario Rodríguez (Nominees Best Cook 
Surprise 2018 in Madrid Fusion, restaurant Qué leche). The 
mackerel, fish poorly appreciated for many, but with multiple 
uses in professional cooking or at home. With or without fish 
bones, all in!

18:15h   “LEAVE THEM OR EAT THEM” Lanzarote, 
land of grains and seeds, presents the best lentils, chick peas 
and their different uses in the kitchen.



SATURDAY 24th NOVEMBER TIMPLE MUSEUM  
TEGUISE

11:00h  “KIDS FOR CHEESE”.   Isidoro Jiménez, cheese master, will prepare 
a tasting with some of the best Canary cheeses from the World Cheese 2018 for the 
little ones of the house to learn how to taste them.

12:00h  “GOLDEN COWS”  Isidoro Jiménez will give us to taste some of the 
cow milk cheeses prized in the last World Cheese 2018.

13:00h  “GOLDEN GOATS”  Isidoro Jiménez will give us to taste some of the 
goat milk cheeses prized in the last World Cheese 2018.

16:00h  “GOLDEN SHEEPS” Isidoro Jiménez will give us to taste some of the 
sheep milk cheeses prized in the last World Cheese 2018.

17:00h  “GOLDEN MIXTURES” Isidoro Jiménez will give us to taste some of 
the mixed milk cheeses prized in the last World Cheese 2018.

TASTING WORKSHOP “CHEESE ROOM”

Fondo Europeo de
Desarrollo Regional



11:15h  “CORN AWAY”. Marcial Arráez (Gofio Arráez Cultural and Costumbrist 
Association) will show you the inside of our treasure in the form of roasted corn, the Gofio, 
with which you will learn how to prepare with your own hands the best gofio bread that you 
have ever tasted.

12:15h  “I PLANT IT, I EAT IT”. Borja Marrero (Restaurant Texeda) tell us how a cook that didn’t find what he was 
looking for, decided to plant it, cultivate it by himself, before offering it in the table to his fellow diners.

13:15h  “THERE ARE MORE DAYS THAN POTATOES… EXCEPT IN THE CANARY ISLANDS”.  
Tasting Tenerife will show us that apart from beautiful, Tenerife’s potatoes are really tasty.

11:00h  “LIKE WINE FOR CHOCOLATE”. Sweet and 
wine, the happy marriage.

12:00h  “BUBBLES IN A WINE TASTE BETTER” 
Happiness bubbles in magic wines.

13:00h  “DRINK THE ISLANDS”. From El Hierro to 
Lanzarote, each island has its own wine.

CANARY PRODUCT TASTING WORKSHOP

TASTING WORKSHOP “WINE ROOM”

SUNDAY 25th NOVEMBER



SUNDAY 25th NOVEMBER

11:00h  “KIDS FOR CHEESE”.  Isidoro Jiménez, cheese master, will prepare a tasting with some of the best Canary 
cheeses from the World Cheese 2018 for the little ones of the house to learn how to taste them.

12:00h  “GOLDEN MIXTURES”  Isidoro Jiménez will give us to taste some of the mixed milk cheeses prized in the 
last World Cheese 2018.

13:00h  “7 ISLANDS, 7 CHEESES, ONE TREASURE” Braulio Simancas, current Best Canary Chef 2018, 
elected by crossed voting amongst the best cooks of the islands, will present us how to use some of the best Canary 
cheeses in vanguard cooking.

TASTING WORKSHOP “CHEESE ROOM”

Fondo Europeo de
Desarrollo Regional



SATURDAY, 24TH NOVEMBER “PECERA” ZONE

SHOWCOOKING, PROFESSIONAL 
TALKS, MENU AND TASTINGS

12:00   The Flavours of the Atlantic: Sweet potato crunch with Majorcan vegan sausage, by The V Factor. Arrecife.

12:45   The product from Lanzarote and their use in the Asian cuisine, by Kokoxili.

13:30   The product from Lanzarote in the Atlantic Cuisine receives the Portuguese influences. Pork and sea. “The black dewlap, the sea 
and the orchard” with David Brandao, executive chef at Hotel La isla y el Mar.

14:15   The Ocean that get us together: “Atlantic landscape” by Antonio Amenedo (A Coruña Cocina) and Pedro Santana (Lanzarote Cocina). 

16:00   The Flavors of the Atlantic: “Traditional cannelloni of goat meat au gratin with black listan hollandaise sauce, fluid purée of parsnip, textured 
soup and smoked cheese crunch” by El Risco Restaurant. Caleta de Famara.

16:45   The product from Lanzarote at the hotels’ kitchen: “Pork candied with cinnamon”, by Seaside Hotels Los Jameos Playa. 

17:30   The Flavors of the Atlantic: “Lollipops of Lanzarote’s potatoes served with red mojo mayo, foam of cheese from Fuerteventura and onion crunch 
over black pork rocks”, by El Bocadito. Costa Teguise and AQUAL-Cheese Factory Flor de Luz.

18:15   Janubio’s marine salt applied to sweet cooking, with Ludovic Lamontagne (Patisserie Lamontagne).

19:00   The product from Lanzarote at the hotels’ kitchen: “Tuna steak and marinated king prawn over seaweed bed”, by Hotel Melià Salinas.

!

TASTING
LANZAROTE ROOM

PLEASE ARRIVE 15 MINUTES BEFORE EACH SESSION



SATURDAY, 24TH NOVEMBER

SUNDAY, 25TH NOVEMBER

SUNDAY, 25TH NOVEMBER

STAGE ZONE

STAGE ZONE

“PECERA” ZONE

11:00  Two Oceans. Peru cooking adapted to the Atlantic product: Cebiche, by 24 Grados. Costa Teguise.

12:00  The Flavors of the Atlantic: Lanzarote’s shell (limpet, rabbit and La Santa prawn), by Altamar. Arrecife Gran Hotel. 

12:45  Evolution of the Canary tapa.“Tollo (dried fish) and beer” by AVA Selección, Beer Nao and chef Joao Faraco, (Coentro. Playa Blanca).

13:30  The Flavors of the Atlantic: Ham, pork and cheese breadcrumbed roll adapted to the Atlantic Cuisine, by Cook in Lanzarote. Uga.

12:15  The Flavors of the Atlantic: “Fake lasagna semi-cured cheese of Montaña de Haría with goat stew at low temperature “
By Miguel Ángel Garcés (Lanzarote Personal Chef) and AQUAL-Quesería Montaña de Haría. 

13:00   Know our cheese: Cheese board by Aqual-Quesería El Faro. 

13:30   Combined and trends in Liquid Gastronomy with Royal Bliss by Óscar Lafuente de Blas. Brand Ambassador at Coca-Cola European Partners.

19:30   Combined and trends in Liquid Gastronomy with Royal Bliss by Óscar Lafuente de Blas. Brand Ambassador at Coca-Cola European Partners.

17:15   Vegetables from the Sea by Portomuiños and AVA Selección.

18:45   The cocktail as an element present in modern gastronomy by Hotel La Isla y el Mar.

11:30   VII Popular Cooking Contest of the Sea to the Cauldron: The Tuna.

13:45   New techniques of roast black pig from Lanzarote and chicken 
from Tabayesco. By El Cochino Cojo



AINA ROGLAN
MASTERCHEF 
JUNIOR

WORKSHOP FOR KIDS

LANZAROTE’S TUNA SNACK
In this workshop we will learn to transform, feel and differentiate different textures of the ingredients that match with 
such a polyvalent product as tuna. We have selected an easy recipe as the tuna snack, that the little ones will be able 
to taste afterwards. 

LANZAROTE’S SALMON PIZZA
We will work with our hands in this second activity. We will try to get the less dirty as possible and learn how to knead. 
We will explain the different textures of the ingredients of this pizza, that is made with products as polyvalent as ap-
ples, fresh cheese, stuffed olives, ham and smoked salmon.

PRAWN OVER RICE NEST
During this last activity, the kids will show their most artistic and imaginative side to create the rice nest with noodles. 
Prawns from La Santa, spinaches, cabbage and cherne (Canary white fish) will be the main ingredients of this simple 
recipe that will surprise our little gourmets. 

SATURDAY 24TH NOVEMBER SUNDAY 25TH NOVEMBER

11:00 - 11:45h  Lanzarote’s tuna snack

12:15 - 13:00h  Lanzarote’s salmon pizza

13:30 - 14:15h  Prawn over rice nest

16:30 - 17:15h  Lanzarote’s tuna snack

17:45 - 18:30h  Lanzarote’s salmon pizza

19:00 - 19:45h  Prawn over rice nest

11:00 - 11:45h  Lanzarote’s tuna snack

12:15 - 13:00h  Lanzarote’s salmon pizza

13:30 - 14:15h  Prawn over rice nest

SPECIAL GUEST





Restaurante:
Escuela de Hostelería y Turismo de Cambrils
Chef:
Jordi Jardi Serres
Joaquín Rodríguez Ferré

Restaurante:
La Taberna del Alabardero
Chef:
Juan Leopolodo Núñez

CAMBRILS SEVILLA



These are the four destinations that form part of Tasting Spain, apart from the representatives 
of the Canary Islands area, that will be present at the Festival to show the best of their cooking. 
You have the great opportunity here to travel culinarily through our country and discover new 
flavours that will surprise you.

Restaurante:
Mesón Asador la Alberca

Restaurante:
Escuela de Hostelería de Vinarós
Chef:
Juanjo Roda Martínez

TRUJILLO VINARÓS



In this space dedicated to the 
Canary gastronomy, we have 
a representation of each one 
of the islands, with one or two 
restaurants and all of them with 
an interesting culinary proposal 
based on just one product by 
island. 

Travel from island to island and 
enjoy with our most authentic 
flavours.

CANARY ISLANDS

EL HIERRO LA GRACIOSALA GOMERA

Restaurant: VEINTE 04
Chefs: JORGE CASTILLA SONEIRA - ANADELA IVONE PRIETO PEREZ
Restaurante: SOLANA
Chefs: NACHO SOLANA GARCIA - ALEJANDRO TRUJILLO REYES

Restaurant: CASA JUAN
Chefs: 
ARABISEN QUINTERO PADRON
CARMEN LORENA MACHIN GUTIERREZ

Restaurant: LA SALAMANDRA
Chefs: 
ANCOR SÁNCHEZ PADRÓN DANIEL 
SÁNCHEZ PADRÓN

Restaurant: GIRASOL CASA MARGUCHA
Chef: 
MARÍA DEL MAR BETANCORT QUINTERO
Proprietary: JUANA TOLEDO HERNADEZ



FUERTEVENTURALA PALMA

Restaurant: COENTRO
Chef: JOAO FARACO

Restaurant: EL DUENDE EL FUEGO
Chefs: PEDRO JOSE HERNANDEZ CASTILLO
AXEL ENRIQUE NAVARRO CEDRES

Restaurant: LA CABRIONETA DE MARCOS
Chefs: MARCOS GUTIERREZ VERA
NURIA NARANJO SOTO

Restaurant: LA PALMERA DEL SUR
Chefs: CARLOS GUERRA LOPEZ
MANUEL JESUS VILARIÑO MORENO
Restaurante: LA BODEGA DE LA AVENIDA
Chefs: ALEXANDER SANTANA CASTRO
OSCAR ALEJANDRO GUILLEN



An ocean that connect us

SATURDAY 24TH NOVEMBER SUNDAY 25TH NOVEMBER

10:30 H - 20H 10:30 H - 16H



The Atlantic Cooking is a new space dedicated to the gastronomy of neighbour 
destinations such as Madeira, Azores, Morocco, Mauritania, Cabo Verde and Galicia. 

For many of you, their food could be unknown, but they are without doubt exotic, tasty 
and very interesting, with many connections with the Canary food. 

During this edition, you can taste from first-hand the typical dishes from La Coruña, 
Galicia and from Lanzarote, thanks to 8 excellent cooks from the professional groups 
of Coruña Cocina and Lanzarote Cocina. Enjoy exquisite culinary creations and taste 

the excellent products offered by the Atlantic Ocean.

Moreover, direct from Galicia, the winners of the Guinness record for the biggest tapa 
of octopus in the world have also come to this Festival: an unbelievable dish of 3m of 

diameter! Come to try the real octopus “a feira”, typical from Galicia.

Don’t miss it!




